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Abstract

This paper reports on atomistic simulations of the interactions between the dominant lattice dislocations in c-TiAl (ordinary screw
1
2
h110� and h1 0 1] superdislocations) with all three kinds of c/c-lamellar boundaries in polysynthetically twinned (PST) TiAl. The pur-

pose of this study is to clarify the early stage of lamellar boundary controlled plastic deformation in PST TiAl. The interatomic inter-
actions in our simulations are described by a bond order potential for L10-TiAl which provides a proper quantum mechanical description
of the bonding. We are interested in the dislocation core geometries that the lattice produces in proximity to lamellar boundaries and the
way in which these cores are affected by the elastic and atomistic effects of dislocation-lamellar boundary interaction. We study the way in
which the interfaces affect the activation of ordinary dislocation and superdislocation slip inside the c-lamellae and transfer of plastic
deformation across lamellar boundaries. We find three new phenomena in the atomic-scale plasticity of PST TiAl, particularly due to
elastic and atomic mismatch associated with the 60� and 120� c/c-interfaces: (i) two new roles of the c/c-interfaces, i.e. decomposition
of superdislocations within 120� and 60� interfaces and subsequent detachment of a single ordinary dislocation and (ii) blocking of ordin-
ary dislocations by 60� and 120� interfaces resulting in the emission of a twinning dislocation.
� 2009 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The physical and mechanical properties of c-based tita-
nium aluminide alloys, such as their low density, high ther-
mal conductivity and high-temperature strength, make
these materials attractive candidates for high-temperature
weight-critical applications [1,2]. Only the c-TiAl (tetrago-
nal L10) and a2-Ti3Al (hexagonal DO19) phases have
mechanical properties that are suitable for industrial appli-
cations. In spite of their promising high-temperature prop-
erties the a2 and c single-phase components are both quite
brittle and hence have not attracted much industrial inter-
est. Acceptable combinations of strength, ductility and
toughness can be achieved by special heat treatments
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leading to the formation of a two-phase lamellar micro-
structure consisting of layers of a2-Ti3Al, the minority
phase and c-TiAl, the majority phase. Surprisingly, the
lamellar character leads to useable room temperature duc-
tility, which is very low in monolithic TiAl [1–3].

The improvement in mechanical properties is presum-
ably due to the presence of lamellar boundaries in the
material. There are three types of c/c-interfaces formed
by rotation about the [1 1 1] axis at angles of 60�, 120�
and 180� [4]. A similar orientation-based classification
exists also for c/a2-interfaces. It is well understood that
the mechanical properties are primarily controlled by the
c/c-interfaces, as they are much more frequent than those
of the c/a2-type, but there is as yet a lack of detailed under-
standing of the mechanical behaviour of lamellar c-TiAl
[2,4]. The main deformation modes in c-TiAl are slip and
twinning, both of which operate on one of the close-packed
{1 1 1} planes [5]. Slip occurs via two types of dislocations:
rights reserved.
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ordinary dislocations with Burgers vector 1
2
h110� and

h1 0 1] superdislocations. The observed twinning elements
are K1 = (1 1 1) and g2 ¼ ½�112� [6]. It is worthwhile to
remember in what follows that 1

6
h1 1 2] dislocations are

‘‘twinning” and trail a superlattice intrinsic stacking fault
(SISF), while 1

6
h211� dislocations are ‘‘pseudotwinning”

and trail a complex stacking fault (CSF) [7]. In single c
crystals, superdislocations dominate at low temperatures
and the glide of ordinary dislocations and twinning become
significant only at high temperatures [5,8]. By contrast,
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies showed
that the c phase in the two-phase material deforms mostly
by ordinary dislocation slip and twinning at room temper-
ature. The glide of h1 0 1] superdislocations becomes signif-
icant only at high temperatures [4]. The reasons behind this
phenomenon are poorly understood.

When a polycrystalline metal undergoes plastic defor-
mation, a large number of lattice dislocations impinge on
lamellar boundaries and interact with them. The lamellar
interfaces are found to play dual roles. One is to serve as
major sources of dislocations and the other is to impede
the movement of the dislocations and twins [2,4]. We
now find two further roles, as we report below and discuss
in Section 4. Investigating the function of the lamellar
structure is key to understanding the deformation mecha-
nisms of the material and guiding future material design
to improve properties. To understand the role the lamellar
boundaries play in enhancing the ductility, and the differ-
ence between deformation mechanisms in single-phase
and two-phase TiAl alloys, we have to gain deeper insight
into the mechanisms of deformation and the transmission
of dislocations across the lamellar boundaries at the atomic
scale.

Detailed behaviour of dislocations, structures of lamel-
lar boundaries and their mutual interactions at the
atomic level can be extremely complex and the only
plausible way of studying such phenomena is by means
of computer simulation. Since the mechanisms of the
interactions between dislocation cores and lamellar
boundaries are of fundamental significance for under-
standing of the early stage of lamellar boundary con-
trolled plastic deformation, the present study is focused
on investigation of the dislocation-lamellar boundary
interactions in c-TiAl by means of atomistic simulations.
While simulations of individual dislocations and grain
boundaries are commonly carried out even with highly
accurate first-principles methods, simulations of the inter-
actions between two defects are still quite rare. The rea-
son is the great complexity of the problem, which
requires extensive simulation blocks, careful handling of
boundary conditions and reliable models of interatomic
interactions. The interaction mechanisms in various
face-centred cubic (fcc) metals [9–11] and transfer of slip
at interfaces between different materials [12–14] have
been studied recently by several groups. The atomic
mechanisms responsible for the emission of partial dislo-
cations from grain boundaries in nanocrystalline metals
have been studied in several simulations [15–17]. In
Ref. [18] we performed atomistic simulation of the core
structure and glide of ordinary 1

2
h110� screw dislocations

in two c lamellae forming a 180� twin c/c-interface using
recently constructed bond order potentials (BOPs)
[19,20]. We studied dislocation glide along a twin inter-
face, transmission of an ordinary screw dislocation
between lamellae, and the core structure, mobility and
detachment of an interfacial 1

2
h11 0� screw dislocation

from a twin boundary under applied shear stresses in
directions parallel and perpendicular to a (1 1 1) plane.

In this work we present results of atomistic simulations
of the interactions between the dominant lattice disloca-
tions in c-TiAl (ordinary screw 1

2
h110� and h1 0 1] superdis-

locations) with the all three kinds of c/c-lamellar
boundaries in lamellar TiAl. In our simulations, we have
used the BOP for TiAl developed in Refs. [20,21]. We are
interested in the dislocation core geometries that the lattice
produces in proximity to lamellar boundaries and the way
in which these cores are affected by the elastic and atomistic
effects of dislocation-lamellar boundary interaction. We
study the way in which the interfaces affect the activation
of ordinary dislocation and superdislocation slip inside
the c lamellae and transfer of plastic deformation across
lamellar boundaries. Based on the results of these calcula-
tions we suggest reasons for the difference between defor-
mation mechanisms in single-phase and lamellar TiAl
alloys.

2. Simulation methodology

The most important precursor of atomistic simulations
involving systems composed of a large number of atoms
is a reliable description of interatomic interactions. First-
principles methods based on density functional theory
(DFT) provide such a description most reliably but are lim-
ited by feasible block sizes that contain not more than a
couple of hundred atoms and usually require use of peri-
odic boundary conditions that are not well suited for dislo-
cation studies. While isolated dislocations and grain
boundaries can be treated nowadays with great accuracy
by DFT methods, simulations of mutual interactions
between dislocations and grain boundaries are still beyond
the reach of these methods because of computational
demands. In order to describe processes of such complexity
one has to cross the bridge between the electronic-structure
calculations and atomistic simulations by coarse-graining
the electronic degrees of freedom into many-body inter-
atomic potentials.

BOPs were first formulated by Pettifor and co-workers
[19,22–24] and represent a numerically efficient scheme that
expresses the orthogonal tight-binding approximation in
terms of short-range non-central interatomic potentials.
The multi-atom character of the forces is thereby captured
in a physical way that goes beyond the standard pair func-
tionals (Finnis–Sinclair, embedded atom method), and
BOPs can describe features such as the negative Cauchy



Fig. 1. Differential displacement maps of the planar splitting of 1
2
h110�

screw ordinary dislocation at (a) the 120� and (b) the 60� c/c-lamellar
boundaries. All atomic displacements are normal to the plane of the paper;
the lengths of arrows describe the amount of relative displacement of pairs
of atoms [42]. The open circle marks the elastic centre of the dislocation.
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pressures (C13 � C44 < 0, C12 � C66 < 0) that simpler mod-
els cannot. Apart from their genuine quantum-mechanical
origin, BOPs have two additional important advantages.
First, the evaluation of the energy scales linearly in compu-
tational time with the number of atoms, and, second, the
real-space formalism avoids the need to impose full peri-
odic boundary conditions common to k-space methods.
Both of these features are crucial for studies of dislocations
since such simulations often require a large number of
atoms and complex geometries.

Recently, a BOP for c-TiAl was constructed and exten-
sively tested against accurate first-principles methods in
order to assess the potential’s reliability and applicability
[20,21]. For dislocation studies, the most important factors
are the energies of stacking-fault-like defects, whose values
calculated from the BOP agree well with those found by
DFT-based calculations [25–27]. Atomistic simulations of
the core structure and glide of the ordinary screw 1

2
h11 0�

dislocation and the screw h1 0 1] superdislocation in sin-
gle-phase L10-TiAl have been performed using the BOP
[28,29], which has also been used for atomistic simulations
of the core structure and glide of ordinary 1

2
h110� screw

dislocations in two L10-TiAl lamellae forming a 180� twin
c/c-interface [18].

Rectangular parallelepiped simulation cells were used in
the present simulations of dislocation-lamellar boundary
interactions. The c/c interfaces were created by rotation
of the upper half of the block with respect to the lower
by 60�, 120� and 180� about the [1 1 1] direction (the y-axis
of the simulation cell is set parallel to the [1 1 1] direction).
Orientation relations are: in the 60� interface ½110� ½101�k ;
and in the 120� interface ½110� ½011�k . The L10-TiAl crystal
containing a c/c interface was constructed from four suc-
cessive planes forming one period in these parallel direc-
tions, along which periodic boundary conditions were
applied. We set the z-axis of the simulation cell parallel
to the above parallel directions of two adjacent gamma
lamellae. The x-axis is set parallel to the lamellar
boundaries.

The atomistic calculations of dislocation-180� c/c-inter-
face interactions were carried out using the BOP for TiAl
developed in Ref. [20], which is fitted to reproduce the cor-
rect lattice parameters. Due to the non-ideal c/a ratio (c/
a = 1.016), the 60� and 120� interfaces, where the two
non-equivalent directions [1 1 0] and [1 0 1] overlap, will
have regions of misfit. A network of misfit dislocations
compensates for the misfit in these cases. The deviation
from non-ideality is very small and therefore misfit disloca-
tions will be about 60 lattice spacings apart with large
coherent regions in between them [30]. In order to avoid
the slight mismatch between the two lattices, and thus
use of very large repeat cells, we used a modified BOP
for TiAl [20,21] for simulation of 60� and 120� interfaces.
The modified BOP for TiAl makes the Ll0, structure stable
for c/a = 1.0 rather than 1.016. In our calculations we effec-
tively study the structure of the regions of matching lattices
between the misfit dislocations.
3. Results

3.1. Modelling of interactions between a screw 1
2
h110�

dislocation and 60� and 120� c/c-interfaces

3.1.1. Static core structure
Atomistic simulations of the structure and properties of

ordinary 1
2
h110� screw dislocations in single-crystal L10-

TiAl using the BOP for c-TiAl [18,28] suggest, similarly
to the results of ab initio calculations [25], that the ordinary
screw dislocation in the c-phase material possesses a non-
planar core, spread symmetrically into two planes of the
(1 1 1) type. In principle, a planar configuration corre-
sponding to the dissociation into Shockley partials sepa-
rated by the CSF could exist. However, the non-planar
core is the only structure found. The reason is, apparently,
the high energy of the CSF (412 mJ m�2) in L10-TiAl.
Atomistic simulations of interactions between a 1

2
h110� dis-

location and the 180� twin c/c-interface in lamellar TiAl
indicate that the ordinary dislocation retains its non-planar
sessile core structure in proximity to the 180� lamellar
boundaries [18].

In order to study the core structure and to test stability
of an ordinary screw dislocation at 60� and 120� lamellar
boundaries we introduced the initial centre of the elastic
field of a perfect dislocation in the vicinity of the lamellar
boundary. The resulting relaxed core structures are shown
in Fig. 1. Close to the 60� and 120� lamellar interfaces the
1
2
h110� screw dislocation is attracted to the interface where

it splits into two Shockley partials separated by CSF
according to the reaction:



Fig. 2. Effect of applied shear stress inducing glide force in direction
perpendicular to the lamellar boundaries on the planar splitting 1

2
h110�

screw ordinary dislocation at (a) the 120� and (b) the 60� c/c-interfaces.
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1

2
½1�10� ! 1

6
½1�21� þ CSFð111Þ þ

1

6
½2�1�1�: ð1Þ

These dissociations take place because the energy of the
CSF at the 120� and 60� lamellar boundaries predicted by
BOP in agreement with ab initio calculations (260 mJ m�2

at 60� and 270 mJ m�2 at 120�) [31] is considerably smaller
than the energy of the CSF in bulk TiAl. On the other
hand, the CSF energy is higher when the fault lies in the
180� interface (see Section 3.2.2.2).

3.1.2. Effects of applied stress

3.1.2.1. Stress generating glide force parallel to the lamellar

boundaries. In order to study the glide of the planar core con-
figurations under the effect of externally applied shear stress
we started with simulation blocks containing the fully
relaxed planar core structure of an interfacial 1

2
½1�10� screw

dislocation (Fig. 1). The shear stress was applied in the
1
2
½1�10� direction in such a way that the dislocation was set

to glide on the lamellar boundary plane. In practice, this
stress is imposed by applying the appropriate homogeneous
shear strain, which is evaluated with anisotropic elasticity
theory. The shear strain was gradually increased in small
increments and the block fully relaxed after each step.

When applying the shear stress such that the 1
6
½2�1�1� par-

tial bounding the CSF would be leading during glide, the
dislocations start to move under an applied stress of
0.015C44. If the stress in the (1 1 1) plane acts such that
the 1

6
½1�21� dislocation of reaction (1) would be leading,

the planar configuration starts to move at considerably
lower stress, namely 0.002C44. The results of the present
simulations indicate that the dissociated planar core of
1
2
½1�10� ordinary dislocation in the 60� and 120� lamellar

boundaries is glissile and starts to move along the inter-
faces at considerably lower applied stress than the non-pla-
nar sessile core structure of 1

2
½1�10� screw dislocation in

single-crystal L10-TiAl. Interestingly, the Peierls stress for
ordinary dislocation glide in 60� and 120� lamellar bound-
aries plane is therefore smaller than the critical resolved
shear stress (CRSS) for activation of the dominant slip
mode in L10-TiAl h1 0 1] superdislocation glide [28,29].

3.1.2.2. Stress generating glide force perpendicular to the
lamellar boundaries. Under applied shear stress generating
glide force perpendicular to the lamellar boundary in the
direction of the second lamella, the core of the dissociated
1
2
½1�10� screw dislocation transforms to a non-planar sessile

structure spreading onto the lamellar interface and an
intersecting ð1�11Þ plane in the second lamella (Fig. 2).
The analysis of the core structures reveals that they corre-
spond to dissociation into three partial dislocations (one of
them locked at the interface) separated by a CSF and SISF
in the ð1�11Þ plane according to the reactions:

1

2
½1�10� ! 1

6
½�11�2� þSISFð1�11Þ þ

1

3
½100� þCSFð111Þ þ

1

6
½�12�1�

ð2Þ
for the 120� lamellar boundary, and:

1

2
½1�10� ! 1

6
½1�1�2� þSISFð1�11Þ þ

1

3
½010� þCSFð111Þ þ

1

6
½2�1�1�

ð3Þ
for the 60� lamellar boundary. We use Burgers vector
notations according to the coordinate system of the first
lamellae for the left-hand side of the reactions and coordi-



Fig. 3. Detachment of interfacial 1
2
h110� screw ordinary dislocation from

the 60� c/c-lamellar boundary as a result of applied shear stress inducing
glide force in a direction perpendicular to the lamellar boundary. (a) The
core structure at a stress of 0.03C44. (b) The core structure at a stress of
0.035C44.
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nate system of the second crystal for the right-hand side.
Ribbons of SISF are formed in the second lamellae as re-
sult of propagation of 1

6
h112� twinning partial dislocations

into the ð1�11Þ plane. The width of the SISF increases with
increase of the applied shear stress.

When stress is applied in the reverse direction (the glide
force acts to drive the dislocation towards the first lamella),
the planar core configuration gradually constricts with
increasing stress (Fig. 3a). Under an applied stress of
0.035C44 the interfacial planar configuration detaches from
the lamellar boundary and transforms into a lattice 1

2
½1�10�

screw dislocation in the first lamella (Fig. 3b). The effect of
further stress on the configuration in Fig. 3a is to drive the
two partials together in the interface and subsequently to
detach the lattice dislocation into the lower lamella. This
then adopts the well-known non-planar core and is sessile.

3.2. Modelling of interactions between a lattice screw h1 0 1]

superdislocation and 60�, 120� and 180� c/c-interfaces

The h1 0 1] superdislocation in single-phase c-TiAl has
two alternative core configurations [28,29]. The first one
is planar and corresponds to splitting into three partials
according to the reaction:

½10�1� ! 1

6
½11�2� þ SISFð111Þ þ

1

2
½10�1� þ CSFð111Þ þ

1

6
½2�1�1�

ð4Þ
with a SISF and CSF on (1 1 1) planes. The second is non-
planar and corresponds to the splitting into three partials
according to the reaction:

½10�1� ! 1

6
½11�2� þ SISFð111Þ þ

1

3
½20�1� þ SISFð1�11Þ þ

1

6
½1�1�2�

ð5Þ
with ribbons of SISF on (1 1 1) and ð1�11Þ planes. The for-
mer core structure is glissile with significantly lower Peierls
stress than that of ordinary dislocations and moves at rel-
atively low applied stresses. The latter is sessile but is fa-
voured when the energy of the SISF is below a critical
value. In violation of Schmid’s law, the ability of the dislo-
cation in its planar core configurations to glide depends
strongly on the sense of shearing. The planar cores trans-
form into a non-planar core structure after some limited
glide under the effect of externally applied shear stress such
that the 1

6
½11�2� partial bounding the SISF would be leading

during glide. When stress is applied in reverse direction
(1

6
½11�2� partial would be trailing) the entire glissile core

configuration retains its planar character and gradually
moves onto an adjacent (1 1 1) layer [28,29].

3.2.1. Static core structure

We examined the dislocation core geometries that the
lattice produces close to lamellar boundaries starting
with two groups of initial configurations. In the first
case, the starting unrelaxed configuration corresponding
to reaction (4) is parallel to the lamellar boundary. The
second group includes simulations of the planar core
configuration situated on the cross-slip ð1�11Þ plane



Fig. 4. Differential displacement maps of planar splittings of a ½10�1� screw superdislocation close to the 180� c/c-lamellar boundary. (a) Core structure in
(1 1 1) parallel to the lamellar boundary. (b) Core structure in a plane inclined at 180� to the c/c-lamellar boundary with 1

6
½21�1� partial closer to the

interface. (c) Core structure in a plane inclined to the lamellar boundary with 1
6
½1�1�2� partial closer to the interface.
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inclined with the lamellar interface. In this case, the rib-
bons of SISF and CSF are localized into the ð1�1 1Þ plane
and the starting unrelaxed planar configuration corre-
sponds to the reaction:

½10�1� ! 1

6
½1�1�2� þ SISFð1�11Þ þ

1

2
½10�1� þ CSFð1�11Þ þ

1

6
½2 1�1�

ð6Þ
3.2.1.1. 180� c/c-interface. The relaxed core structure of the
planar configuration (4) parallel to the 180� c/c-interface is
shown in Fig. 4a. The dislocation core retains the same
structure. This configuration contains a narrow ribbon of
CSF on the (1 1 1) plane on the right-hand side and a much
wider ribbon of the SISF on the left-hand side. In the case
where splitting according to the reaction (6) into the ð1�11Þ
plane inclined with the lamellar boundary was used as the
initial configuration, the dislocation core also retains the
same planar structure. We examined the core starting with
two initial configurations—one with the 1

6
½1�1�2� partial clo-

ser to the lamellar interface (Fig. 4b) and the other with
1
6
½21�1� closer to the boundary (Fig. 4c). The results of the

present atomistic simulations indicate that the planar core
configurations of the superdislocation located in both
(1 1 1) and ð1�11Þ planes retain their glissile structure in
proximity to the 180� c/c-interface.
3.2.1.2. 60� and 120� c/c-interfaces. A different situation
arises when the same planar core structures are relaxed in
the vicinity of 60� and 120� lamellar boundaries. In all
cases, the initial planar core transforms into a non-planar
sessile core configuration (5), which corresponds to the
splitting of three partials with ribbons of SISF into
(1 1 1) and ð1�11Þ planes (Fig. 5). The results of the simula-
tions indicate that the transformation of the core structure
of the superdislocation is due to the elastic interactions
between the dislocations and the lamellar boundaries.

In spite of strain accommodation by the misfit interfa-
cial dislocations, a significant misfit seems to remain at
the 60� and 120� c/c-interfaces resulting in high coherency
stresses. Even neglecting the non-ideality of the c/a ratio in
our calculations, the coherency stresses arise due to the lay-
out of atomic species changing as a result of the rotation
that creates the lamellar boundary. We used atomistic
stress tensor calculations [32] to determine the state of
stress at the vicinity of the c/c-lamellar boundaries. The
magnitude of the coherency stresses has been estimated in
terms of the average local atomistic stresses. The results
for the magnitudes of the shear stresses calculated close
to all three kinds of c/c-interfaces are shown on Table 1.
The magnitude of the average coherency shear stress esti-
mated experimentally is 140 MPa [33].



Fig. 4 (continued)
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Coherency stresses, apart from exerting direct glide [34]
and non-glide forces [35] on dislocations, can also modify
the stacking-fault energies of the individual lamellae. An
increase in the energy of CSF close to c/c-interfaces could
make the planar core unstable and assist transformation to
a non-planar core structure. Our atomistic simulations
indicate that this mechanism could promote the formation
of a non-planar core close to the 120� c/c-interface due to
the increase in the CSF energy (490 mJ m�2) induced by
coherency stress. These stresses do not substantially change
the CSF energy close to the other two kinds of c/c-
interface.

In our atomistic simulations, we also observe distortions
of the non-planar h1 0 1] superdislocation core structure at
the vicinity of 60� and 120� c/c-interfaces, which could be
attributed to the combined action of coherency stresses and
elastic constant mismatch introducing glide forces on the
partial dislocations. The induced glide forces push the par-
tial dislocations forming the non-planar core structure
either in the octahedral planes of the SISFs, changing their
width (Fig. 5a and b), or off the planes of the faults (Fig. 5c
and d). The non-planar core is more distorted (Fig. 5c) and
the SISF in the cross-slip plane is wider (Fig. 5a) close to
the 120� c/c-interface, where the higher magnitude of
coherency stresses induce larger glide forces on the partial
dislocations.

3.2.2. Effects of applied stress on core of glissile screw

h1 0 1] superdislocation in proximity to the 180� c/c-
interface

3.2.2.1. Stress generating glide force in the direction parallel

to the interface. The glide of the planar h1 0 1] superdisloca-
tion configuration in the direction parallel to the 180� c/c-
interface is similar to the glide of the same core structure in



Fig. 4 (continued)
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single-crystal L10 TiAl [28,29]. The planar cores transform
into a non-planar core structure under the effect of exter-
nally applied shear stress such that the 1

6
½1 1�2� partial

bounding the SISF would be leading during glide. Under
the effect of externally applied shear stress such that the
1
6
½11�2� partial would be trailing during glide, the disloca-

tion starts to move on the (1 1 1) plane at a stress of
0.01C44. The leading CSF moves on an adjacent (1 1 1)
layer. This configuration is planar, though with the CSF
in an adjacent parallel plane to that of the unstressed state.
Upon increasing the applied shear stress, the ribbon of
SISF on the initial glide plane also starts to transform into
an SISF in the adjacent parallel plane. In this way, the
entire glissile core configuration gradually moves onto an
adjacent (111) layer [29]. The results of our atomistic sim-
ulations indicate that the presence of the 180� c/c-interface
does not change substantially the glide of the planar core
configurations parallel to the lamellar boundary.

3.2.2.2. Stress generating glide force in the direction

perpendicular to the lamellar boundary. A series of calcula-
tions at various applied strains was used to determine the
glide of the planar core configuration (6) with ribbons of
SISF and CSF on ð1�11Þ in the direction of a 180� lamellar
boundary. The shear stress was applied in the ½10�1� direc-
tion in such a way that the dislocations were set to glide on
the ð1�11Þ plane. We again examined the glide starting with
two initial core configurations—one with the 1

6
½1�1�2� partial

closer to the lamellar interface and the other with 1
6
½21�1�

closer.
When applying the shear stress such that the 1

6
½21�1� par-

tial bounding the CSF would be leading during glide
(Fig. 4b), the dislocation configuration starts to move on
the ð1�11Þ plane in direction of the lamellar boundary at
a stress of 0.015C44. The lamellar boundary blocks the dis-
location after the leading 1

6
½21�1� partial reaches the inter-

face. At a stress of 0.045C44, the leading CSF on the
ð1�11Þ plane transforms into a CSF on the (1 1 1) layer
adjacent to the lamellar boundary (Fig. 6a). The CSF
extends in the adjacent layer instead of the plane of lamel-
lar boundary, presumably due to the higher energy of the
CSF (550 mJ m�2) at the 180� c/c-interface than in bulk
TiAl. With increasing applied shear stress, the ribbon of
SISF on ð1�11Þ also starts to transform into SISF in the
same (1 1 1) plane parallel to the lamellar interface
(Fig. 6b). Presumably, at high enough applied stress the
entire planar configuration on the 1�11Þ plane will trans-
form into a h1 0 1] dislocation with a planar core corre-
sponding to splitting of three partials with SISF and CSF
according to reaction (4) in a plane parallel to the 180�
lamellar boundary. However, large-scale and lengthy atom-
istic calculations, which are beyond current capabilities, are



Fig. 5. Differential displacement maps of the planar splitting of ½10�1�
screw superdislocation in planes inclined and parallel to the 60� and 120�
c/c-lamellar boundaries. (a) Core structure in a plane inclined to the 120�
c/c-lamellar boundary and with 1

6
½21�1� partial closer to the interface. (b)

Core structure in a plane inclined to the 60� c/c-lamellar boundary and
with 1

6
½1�1�2� partial closer to the interface. (c) Core structure in a plane

parallel to the 120� c/c-lamellar boundary; the 1
6
h112� partial bounding

the SISF moves in the direction away from the lamellar boundary to
extend the stacking fault on the secondary plane. (d) Core structure in a
plane parallel to the 60� c/c-lamellar boundary; the 1

6
h112� partial

bounding the SISF moves towards the lamellar boundary to extend the
stacking fault on the secondary plane.
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necessary for simulation of this process. However, we do
not expect to observe transfer of slip across the 180� c/c-
interface in this case.

In contrast, when the shear stress was applied such that
the 1

6
½21�1� partial would be trailing during glide (Fig. 4c),

the dislocation is transmitted across the lamellar boundary.
At an applied stress of 0.015C44, the leading 1

6
½1�1�2� partial

overcomes the interface and moves into the adjacent
lamella, leaving a ribbon of SISF behind it (Fig. 7a). At
a stress of 0.034C44, the 1

2
½10�1� lattice dislocation also

penetrates into the second crystal (Fig. 7b). The entire pla-
nar configuration (6) moves into the adjacent lamella at an
applied stress of 0.038C44 . The stress at which a disloca-
tion overcomes the obstacle presented by the interface is
its ‘‘barrier strength”. Since the ð1�11Þ slip planes in the
two lamellae are not continuous across the boundary, the
dislocation has to cross-slip for transmission of slip across
the boundary. In the absence of a substantial ‘‘chemical
effect” (stacking-fault energy change at the interface) [12]
and elastic interactions, the blocking strength of the 180�
lamellar boundary to the glide of superdislocations is due
to the discontinuity of the slip planes across the interface.

3.2.3. Modelling of the interfacial h1 0 1] screw

superdislocation

In order to study the interfacial h1 0 1] screw superdislo-
cation in its planar core configuration, we used the splitting
according to the reaction (4) as an initial configuration
within the lamellar boundary plane. The resulting relaxed
core structures retain the same planar character for all
three kinds of c/c-interfaces (Fig. 8). When applying shear
stress generating glide force parallel to the 180� lamellar
boundary, such that the 1

6
½2�1�1� partial bounding the CSF

would be leading during glide, the dislocations start to
move at a stress of 0.003C44. The superdislocation retains
its planar core structure during glide in this direction.
The Peierls stress for superdislocation glide in the lamellar
boundary plane is considerably smaller than the CRSS for
glide of the same dislocation in single-crystal L10-TiAl,
where it starts to move on the (1 1 1) plane at a stress of
0.01C44 [29]. Under the effect of externally applied shear
stress such that the 1

6
½1 1�2� partial would be leading during

glide, the dislocation starts to move on the plane of the
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180� lamellar boundary at a stress of 0.013C44. The planar
core of a lattice superdislocation transforms into non-pla-
nar core in single-crystal L10-TiAl when the stress is
applied in the same direction. In contrast, the interfacial
superdislocation retains its planar core structure when
1
6
½11�2� partial is leading during glide due to the discontinu-

ity of the cross-slip plane at the lamellar boundary. We
observed similar behaviour of the interfacial superdisloca-
tion in its planar core configuration in the 60� and 120�
lamellar boundary planes.

Under applied shear stress generating glide force per-
pendicular to the 180� lamellar boundary, the planar core
of the dissociated ½10�1� screw dislocation transforms to a
non-planar sessile structure spreading into the lamellar
interface and an intersecting plane in the upper lamellae
(Fig. 9a). The non-planar core structure corresponds to dis-
sociation into three partial dislocations separated by a CSF
in the plane of the lamellar boundary and SISF extended in
the c-lamella. The SISF propagates in the c-lamella as
result of the glide of 1
6
h112� twinning partial dislocations

into a (1 1 1) plane inclined with the lamellar boundary.
Under an applied shear stress of 0.077C44, generating

glide force perpendicular to the 60� lamellar boundary,
the interfacial planar configuration (Fig. 8b) transforms
into a lattice 1

2
½1�10� screw dislocation propagating in the

c-lamella and an interfacial 1
2
½1�10� ordinary dislocation

remaining in the plane of the lamellar boundary
(Fig. 9b). Both dislocations repel each other due to the elas-
tic interaction between them. The core structure of the lat-
tice dislocation is non-planar, spread into two (1 1 1)
planes. The core of the interfacial ordinary dislocation is
planar, corresponding to dissociation into two partials sep-
arated by CSF according to reaction (1). Upon increasing
the applied stress, the interfacial dislocation could be
expected to detach from the lamellar boundary and trans-
form into a lattice 1

2
½1�10� screw dislocation in the c-lamella

according to the mechanism described in Section 3.1.2.2
(Fig. 3).
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4. Discussion

It can be seen from our results that the lamellar struc-
ture in the two-phase material plays a pivotal role in the
mechanical behaviour of polysynthetically twinned TiAl.
The lamellar interfaces have previously been thought to
play a double role [2]. One is to serve as major sources of
dislocations and the other is to impede the movement of
the dislocations. We now find that the lamellar boundaries
modify the core structure and reduce the Peierls stress if a
dislocation lies within the lamellar boundary plane. The
interactions between dislocations and lamellar boundaries
are usually regarded as a combination of elastic and atom-
istic effects. The former originate from the elastic anisot-
ropy and misfit between the participating lamellae and
long-range elastic fields of dislocations. The latter are asso-
ciated with unique atomic structures of the lamellar bound-
aries, distinct properties of dislocation cores, and changes
in dislocation Burgers vectors during the interaction.
Owing to dramatic increases and decreases of planar fault
energy within the lamellar boundaries, both the self-energy
of the dislocations and the interaction energy between the
Shockley partials continuously vary as the dislocations
move toward the interface.
Table 1
Coherency stresses at the three c/c-interfaces. x, y and z directions are as
defined in Section 2.

60� 120� 180�

rxy (MPa) 21 99 0.1
rxz (MPa) 51 143 0.4
ryz (MPa) 45 172 0.7
Our results indicate that both ordinary and superdislo-
cation slip can be activated inside the c-lamellae. However,
the confinement of the lamellar interfaces leads to highly
anisotropic deformation behaviour. PST crystals exhibit a
strong dependence of yield strength on the orientation
angle between the lamellar boundaries and the load axes
[2,4]. Two deformation modes for PST crystals of TiAl
are reported in Ref. [4]: an easy mode, characterized by a
glide parallel to the lamellar boundaries; and a hard mode,
characterized by glide perpendicular to the interfaces.
When the loading axis is parallel or perpendicular to the
lamellar boundaries, the yield strength at room tempera-
ture is quite high, i.e. �290 and 500 MPa [2,4]. In these
configurations there is no resolved shear stress and there-
fore no driving force for slip on the (1 1 1) planes parallel
to the lamellar boundaries. Slip must thus cross through
the lamellar boundaries. In the c-lamellae the deformation
proceeds via normal slip on a set of inclined (111) planes.
As a result the PST crystals loaded in the perpendicular ori-
entation have a very high yield stress and often fracture at
an elongation of about 20% without actually yielding.
When the loading axis is inclined at around 45� to the
lamellar boundaries, the sample can be easily deformed
with yield strength �90 MPa [2,4]. The deformation occurs
in the easily deformable c-lamellae via shearing along (111)
lanes parallel to the lamellar boundaries. After yielding
starts, the sample deforms up to about 20% elongation
and then fractures. The single-phase c-TiAl fractures at
room temperature before reaching 0.5–1% strain in ten-
sion, even if it has very low interstitial impurity levels. At
room temperature the yield strength is �250 MPa [36].
Like yield stress, the tensile elongation of PST crystals also
depends strongly on the orientation angle. It is highest for
the soft direction where the shear deformation is not
impeded by the lamellar boundaries, and may easily exceed
the maximum ductility of single-phase c-TiAl material by a
factor of more than 20. A detailed comparison of the
mechanical properties of the materials with different micro-
structures can be found in a review by Appel and Wagner
[2]. Two-phase c-TiAl microstructures offering acceptable
ductilities often show poor toughness, whereas microstruc-
tures with improved toughness have unsatisfactory ductil-
ity. This inverse correlation between tensile properties
and resistance to fracture may be taken as an indication
that the response of the two-phase TiAl to an applied load
is controlled by a rather complex microstructure-dependent
interplay between the micromechanisms of deformation
and the mode of crack generation and propagation.

In agreement with experimental observation, the pres-
ent atomistic simulation results predict reduction of the
Peierls stress for both ordinary and superdislocations
when they lie in the interfacial boundary of both 60�
and 120� lamellar boundaries. Our atomistic simulations
reveal that the 1

2
h110� screw dislocation splits into two

partials separated by CSF according to reaction (1) within
the 60� and 120� lamellar boundary planes. The reason
for the dislocation core structure transformation as the



Fig. 6. Effect of applied shear stress inducing glide force in the direction perpendicular to the 180� c/c-lamellar boundary on the planar splitting of ½10�1�
screw superdislocation with 1

6
½21�1� partial closer to the interface in a plane inclined to the lamellar boundary. (a) The core structure at a stress of 0.045C44.

(b) The core structure at a stress of 0.058C44. Schematic pictures show corresponding dissociations.
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dislocation moves from one lamella to the next is the
stacking-fault energy change at the interface (‘‘chemical”
or ‘‘c-surface” mismatch). These dissociations take place
because the energy of the CSF at the 60� and 120� lamel-
lar boundaries is considerably smaller than the energy of
the CSF in bulk TiAl. The non-planar core, which is typ-
ical for the ordinary dislocation in bulk L10-TiAl, near
and in the 180� c/c-interfaces [18], transforms into a pla-
nar structure in and 1–2 atomic layers away from the 60�
and 120� lamellar boundaries. While the presence of a
180� lamellar interface does not reduce the CRSS of the
ordinary dislocation in the (1 1 1) plane, the planar core
(1) is glissile and moves in the plane of the 60� and
120� c/c-lamellar boundaries at applied stresses consider-
ably smaller than the CRSS of ordinary and superdisloca-
tions in single-phase L10-TiAl. The present results
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indicate that glide of interfacial ordinary dislocations
along the 60� and 120� lamellar boundaries is the easiest
slip mode in lamellar c-TiAl. The Peierls stress for inter-
facial superdislocation glide is also considerably smaller
than the CRSS for activation of superdislocation glide
in single-crystal L10-TiAl. The increased mobility of
ordinary and superdislocations along the lamellar inter-
faces will facilitate plastic deformation in this direction.

Under applied shear stress generating glide forces
towards the lamellar boundary, ordinary screw dislocations
can glide through a 180� interface [18]. In the absence of
c-surface interactions, the blocking strength of the 180�
c/c-lamellar boundary to the glide of ordinary dislocations
is due to the discontinuity of the slip planes across the
interface. In contrast, ordinary dislocations can not be
transmitted across the 60� and 120� lamellar boundaries.
Instead, microtwins are formed as result of glide of
1
6
h112� twinning partial dislocations into the ð1�11Þ plane

in the second lamella, leaving ribbons of SISF behind
them. Under stress applied in the reverse direction (the
glide force towards the first lamella) the interfacial planar
configuration (1) detaches from the 60� and 120� lamellar
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boundaries and transforms into a lattice 1
2
½1�10� screw

dislocation in the first lamella. The critical stress required

to renucleate the partials depends on the difference between
CSF energy in lamellar boundaries and in bulk c-TiAl.

It can also be seen from our results that coherency stres-
ses at the lamellar interfaces have strong effects on the
deformation properties of polysynthetically twinned crys-
tals. Our calculations indicate that significant misfit
remains at the 60� and 120� c/c-interfaces in the regions
of matching lattices between the misfit dislocations. The
coherency stresses arise due to changes in the layout of
atomic species a result of the rotation creating the lamellar
boundary. The transformation of the planar core configu-
rations into a non-planar form is principally controlled
by the shear stress in the cross-slip plane. A sessile structure
forms if the RSS on the cross-slip plan acts to drive the
1
6
h112� partial dislocation in a direction extending the SISF

in this plane [28,29,36]. Interactions between elastic fields
generated by the planar core structure of a superdislocation
and the 60� and 120� c/c-lamellar boundaries assist trans-
formation of the glissile core geometry of the h1 0 1] screw
dislocation into a non-planar sessile core configuration.
Coherency stresses induced by the lamellar interfaces pro-
duce glide forces that push the partial dislocations off the
octahedral glide plane. In our atomistic simulations, the
sense of shearing generated by the coherency stresses is
such that RSS on the cross-slip plane always acts in a direc-
tion extending the SISF in this plane. In this way, coher-
ency stresses promote the formation of sessile core
configurations through cross-slip of the CSF in the primary
glide plane, forming SISF located on the cross-slip plane.
The preservation of the planar core structure in proximity
to the 180� c/c-interface, where the coherency stresses are
negligible compared to the stresses in vicinity of the 60�
and 120� c/c-interfaces, indicates that the transformation
of the planar core configuration into the non-planar form
is primarily due to the coherency stress arising at the 60�
and 120� lamellar boundaries. The modulus mismatch
(the Koehler barrier) also introduces forces between a dis-
location and its image in the interface [35]. Image forces
assist or act against extension of SISF in the cross-slip
plane, depending on whether the 1

6
h112� partial bounding

the SISF would move towards the lamellar boundary
(Fig. 5d) or in the reverse direction (Fig. 5c) to extend
the stacking fault on the secondary plane. In both cases,
however, we observe cross-slip of the CSF in the glide
plane, forming SISF located on the secondary plane.
Hence, transformations of the initial planar core into a
non-planar sessile core configuration are primarily due to
the coherency strains arising at the 60� and 120� lamellar
boundaries. It is worth mentioning that the Yoo torque
[37] (anisotropic interaction forces on dissociated screw dis-
Fig. 7. Effect of applied shear stress inducing glide force in the direction
perpendicular to the 180� c/c-lamellar boundary on the planar splitting of
½10�1� screw superdislocation with 1

6
½1�1�2� partial closer to the interface in a

plane inclined with the lamellar boundary. (a) The core structure at a
stress of 0.015C44. (b) The core structure at a stress of 0.034C44.

3



Fig. 8. Differential displacement maps of planar splittings of ½10�1� screw interfacial superdislocation. (a) Core structure in the 180� c/c-lamellar boundary.
(b) Core structure in the 60� c/c-lamellar boundary.
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locations) also promotes the formation of sessile core con-
figuration [38]. The sessile structure forms close to 60� and
120� c/c-lamellar boundaries since both RSS and the Yoo
torque assist creation of the correct stacking fault on the
cross-slip plane. Presumably, Escaig forces exerted by the
coherency stresses on the edge components of the Shockley
partials do not play a major role in the cross-slip locking of
superdislocations in c-TiAl. Results of analysis of the
Escaig effect on the CSF separation of a pair of Shockley
partial dislocations in c-TiAl indicate that the applied
stress has little or no effect on the magnitude of the CSF
dissociation [39].

The ability of the superdislocation in its planar core
configurations to glide depends strongly on the sense of
shearing [28,29]. The glide of the planar splitting is found
to be very different depending on whether the 1

6
h1 12� par-

tial bounding the SISF is leading or trailing. In the latter
case they remain glissile, while in the former case the glissile
planar core transforms into a sessile one. In lamellar c-
TiAl, the 180� lamellar boundary blocks the planar config-
uration after the leading 1
6
½21�1� partial reaches the inter-

face. In this case, formation of a planar configuration
with CSF on an adjacent parallel layer is hampered by
the discontinuity of the slip planes across the interface.
Instead, the leading partial cross-slips close to the interface
under the action of the applied shear stress and the CSF on
the primary ð1�11Þ plane transforms into a CSF on a (1 1 1)
layer parallel to the lamellar boundary (Fig. 6). Thus, no
slip is transmitted across the 180� c/c-interface in this case.
The opposite situation arises when the shear stress is
applied such that the 1

6
h2 11� partial would be trailing

during glide towards the 180� c/c-interface (Fig. 7). The
dislocation is transmitted across the lamellar boundary.
However, the glissile planar core transforms into a sessile
one in single-phase c-TiAl when the 1

6
h112� partial would

be leading during glide. This mechanism occurs after some
limited glide [29]. The transformation takes place because
in this case the RSS on the secondary cross-slip plane acts
to extend the SISF in this plane. Hence, the majority of the
glissile superdislocations will transform into sessile config-



Fig. 9. Effect of applied shear stress inducing glide force perpendicular to the lamellar boundary on the planar splitting of ½10�1� interfacial screw
superdislocation. (a) 180� c/c-lamellar boundary. (b) 60� c/c-lamellar boundary.
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urations before reaching the lamellar boundary when the
1
6
h11 2� partial would be leading during glide. Only a lim-

ited number of these dislocations, situated close to the
180� c/c-lamellar boundary, will reach the interface, and
those that are transmitted through the lamellar boundary
will be locked in the second lamella as a result of transfor-
mation of the glissile core into a non-planar sessile config-
uration. The glissile superdislocations thus become almost
completely locked in proximity of the c/c-lamellar bound-
aries. The only active superdislocation slip mode inside a c-
lamellae close to the c/c-lamellar boundaries remains the
glide of a planar core configuration in a plane parallel to
the 180� c/c-interface.

Following the results presented in previous sections we
may speculate on the reasons for the different glide mecha-
nisms of dislocations in bulk and lamellar TiAl. The lower
density of mobile superdislocations in the lamellar micro-
structure can be interpreted through the effect of the inter-
faces. As a result of elastic interactions and atomistic effects
(c-surface interactions and discontinuity of glide planes
across the lamellar boundaries) the planar glissile core
geometry of the superdislocation transforms to a non-pla-
nar sessile core in lamellar TiAl close to the c/c-lamellar
interfaces. The glissile superdislocations, moving on slip
planes parallel and inclined with the lamellar boundaries,
thus became almost completely locked in proximity to
the lamellar boundaries.

Activation of twinning at room temperature in lamellar
TiAl can also be interpreted in terms of the effect of the
lamellar boundaries. Our atomistic simulations suggest
that under a number of circumstances SISFs are formed
at the lamellar boundaries under applied shear stresses on
interfacial ordinary or superdislocations and propagate in
the c-lamellae. These faults may serve as nuclei for twin-
ning. Atomistic modelling of nucleation of twinning partial
dipoles in the layer neighbouring the fault shows that the
stress needed to nucleate a dipole adjacent to a SISF is
appreciably lower than if single partials are considered
[40]. A wider twin could be formed by extension of such
dipoles in adjacent (1 1 1) planes. Thus, twinning could
be expected to be an easier deformation mode at low tem-
perature in lamellar TiAl than in single-crystal L10-TiAl.

These mechanisms produce a lower activity of superdislo-
cations and a higher activity of twinning in the lamellar struc-
ture than in the non-lamellar one. Furthermore, in the
lamellar structure, ordinary dislocations cannot be transmit-
ted across the 60� and 120� lamellar boundaries. The reduced
activity of superdislocations on (1 1 1) planes inclined to the
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lamellar boundaries and the blocking strength of the c/c-
lamellar interfaces to the glide of ordinary dislocations can
explain the higher yield stress in PST when the loading axis
is perpendicular to the lamellar boundaries.

The higher density of ordinary dislocations in the lamellar
microstructure can also be interpreted in terms of the effect of
the interfaces, where a very high density of ordinary interfa-
cial dislocations is found [41]. Most probably, the reason for
the high density of ordinary dislocations is the detachment of
ordinary interfacial dislocations, accumulated at the lamel-
lar boundaries, and their propagation into the interior of
the lamellae. The decomposition of the interfacial h1 0 1]
superdislocations into ordinary dislocations at the lamellar
interface could also be one of the possible reasons for the
experimentally observed higher density of ordinary disloca-
tions in lamellar than in non-lamellar TiAl at low tempera-
ture. The transformation of a superdislocation into two
ordinary dislocations at a lamellar interface is allowed for
twin and other orientations, when the Burgers vector of the
superdislocation is parallel to the interface.

5. Conclusions

Atomistic simulations of the interactions between the
dominant lattice dislocations in c-TiAl (screw 1

2
h110�

ordinary and h1 0 1] superdislocations) with all three kinds
of c/c-lamellar boundaries in PST TiAl have been made
using a BOP for c-TiAl. We studied the dislocation core
geometries that the lattice produces in proximity to lamel-
lar boundaries and the way in which these cores are affected
by the elastic and atomistic effects of dislocation-lamellar
boundary interaction. We also studied the way in which
the interfaces affect the activation of ordinary dislocation
and superdislocation slip inside the c lamellae and transfer
of plastic deformation across lamellar boundaries.

In summary we believe that among the very complex
behaviour of dislocations in PST c-TiAl we have discov-
ered three new phenomena in the plastic response of these
materials at the atomic scale.

1. Two new roles for the c/c-interfaces emerge: (a) dra-
matic reduction of the Peierls stress for both ordinary
and superdislocations when they lie in the interfacial
boundary of both the 60� and 120� lamellar boundaries
and (b) stabilization of the glissile, planar core of super-
dislocations within the 60� and 120� lamellar boundary
planes as a consequence of greatly reduced CSF energy.
Conversely, the CSF energy is increased with respect to
bulk at the 180� lamellar boundary.

2. Transformation of superdislocations within the 60� and
120� lamellar boundaries and subsequent detachment of
an ordinary dislocation which is released into the lamella.

3. Emission of a twinning dislocation following the block-
ing of an ordinary dislocation after gliding in the 60�
and 120� lamellar boundary.
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